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Road widening at 
Etter Lane.

ZMA-2019-38  Ramsey Property Zone Change 
 Scott County

 PDP-2019-39  Harbor Village Phase 3C Amended 
 Scott County

 PDP-2019-40  Harbor Village Phase 4                
 Scott County

     Our GIS department 
recently acquired updated data, 
including aerial imagery, new 
contours, and new building 
footprint data. 
     Along with this data, we 
have access to new change 
detection software. According 
to a report generated for the 
project, the software detected 
35,893 buildings, including 
6,618 new buildings since 
2010.

A Transformation in American Retail  August
 

 The Washington Post recently reported on a “retail apocalypse,” as 
major retailers have announced significant store closings in recent years. 
“Payless ShoeSource, which filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in 
February, is closing all 2,100 of its U.S. stores, while Gymboree is shuttering 
its 800 locations. Sears, which has closed 1,300 Kmart and Sears stores since 
2013, is scrapping an additional 80 locations. A number of other retailers, 
including Gap, have hinted that store closures are on the horizon,” the Post 
reports. One analyst, UBS, predicts 75,000 US stores will close by 
2026—and 25 percent of sales will be made online that year, assuming 
e-commerce continues to grow at a rapid pace.

 The purge of name-brand stores is real, but brick-and-mortar stores 
also continue to open around the US at a steady clip. Many of these are dollar 
stores, but they also include new brands that are merging e-commerce with 
physical stores. The reasons behind retail closures and dying malls are 
complex, and go well beyond the rise in e-commerce. A retail reckoning is 
long due, and many chains suffer from too much Wall Street debt. 

 Every massive shift brings opportunity, and as name-brand business-
es in malls and automobile-oriented suburbs close, look for mixed-use in 
walkable urban places to gain market share, especially for new and indepen-
dent retailers who embrace an Internet presence. “I keep telling my clients 
that retail is not dead, but rather they must adapt and grab a piece of the 
action with e-commerce,” Woods says. “Shoppers are building brand loyal-
ties online, and that will translate into more brick-and-mortar store 
visits—Now that big-box retail is contracting and ‘right sizing,’ this is the 
perfect time for downtown merchants to take back market share.”

For the full article by Robert Steuteville, visit Public Square: A CNU Journal at: 
https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/2019/08/26/brief-history-retail-and-mixed-use 
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